
FIGHTING FOR YOUR PUBLIC RIGHTS
AGAINST GOOGLE'S CORRUPTION, DATA
ABUSE, SPYING AND ANTI-TRUST
VIOLATIONS

Federal Complaint Against Google, For
Anti-Trust And RICO Violations, Has State
And Federal Support
 



WALL STREET JOURNAL REPORT (LINK): DOJ
And States to Bring Massive Antitrust
Lawsuits Against GOOGLE...We Have Filed
Demands For FBI, SEC, OSC, GAO & DOJ Assist
In Actions Against The Google-Youtube-
Alphabet-XXVI Holdings Inc, Cartel For RICO
Violations

Government agencies discover that the
Google Cartel lies to officials and the
public about how it spies on users for
political, economic and monopolistic
trickery:
https://www.consumerreports.org/lawsuit
s-settlements/arizona-lawsuit-google-
location-tracking-data-collection/

The Google Cartel has caused The Federal
Government (via multiple law enforcement
and regulatory task-forces) to take these
cases forward because they involve
election manipulation, RICO matters,
antitrust law matters, stock market
manipulation, spying on consumers, news

https://www.wsj.com/articles/justice-department-state-attorneys-general-likely-to-bring-antitrust-lawsuits-against-google-11589573622
https://www.wsj.com/articles/justice-department-state-attorneys-general-likely-to-bring-antitrust-lawsuits-against-google-11589573622
https://www.consumerreports.org/lawsuits-settlements/arizona-lawsuit-google-location-tracking-data-collection/


manipulation and other felony-class
crimes.

SEE THESE NEWS CLIPPINGS:

READ ONE ANALYSIS OF ONE OF OVER 40+
POTENTIAL CHARGES AGAINST
GOOGLE/YOUTUBE/ALPHABET/XXVI: 

 

A Roadmap for Cases Against Google.pdf

READ ONE OF THE FEDERAL TRADE
COMMISSION INVESTIGATION REVIEW SETS
OF THE GOOGLE CARTEL'S HUNDREDS OF
SHELL COMPANIES AND FRONTS: 

 

FTC TASK FORCE REPORTS ON GOOGLE
ABUSES.pdf

READ ABOUT THE MADNESS OF GOOGLE'S
VAST FACADES: 

 

http://designer111.com/public/One_Roadmap_for_Cases_Against_Google.pdf
http://designer111.com/public/FTC_TASK_FORCE_REPORTS_ON_GOOGLE_ABUSES.pdf
http://designer111.com/public/google-skynet__1_.pdf


google-skynet (1).pdf

GOOGLE'S IN-HOUSE SPY AGENCY RECORDS
EVERY EMPLOYEE AND HUNTS AND
ATTACKS THEM IF THEY SPEAK THEIR MIND.
THERE ARE A HUGE NUMBER OF SUCH
EMPLOYEE ABUSE CASES AND MORE
COMING: 

 

GOOGLE SPY LAWSUIT.pdf

GOOGLE'S IVANPAH IS NOT WHAT IT
SEEMS: 

 

GOOGLE'S IVANPAH WAS A SCAM.pdf

THE DANGER OF LETTING GOOGLE NEAR
OUR SCHOOL CHILDREN: 

 

Google_in_Our_Classrooms.pdf

http://designer111.com/public/google-skynet__1_.pdf
http://designer111.com/public/GOOGLE_SPY_LAWSUIT.pdf
http://designer111.com/public/GOOGLE_S_IVANPAH_WAS_A_SCAM.pdf
http://designer111.com/public/Google_in_Our_Classrooms.pdf


HOW GOOGLE BOSSES BLACK-LISTED 60,000
TECH WORKERS FROM GETTING JOBS: 

 

THAT TIME GOOGLE’S ERIC SCHMIDT AND
LARRY PAGE TRIED TO WIPE OUT TECH
WORKERS.pdf

HOW GOOGLE'S LARRY PAGE SKULKED
AROUND STEALING OUR TECHNOLOGY FOR
GOOGLE: 

 

LARRY PAGE AND GOOGLE BASE THEIR
BUSINESS MODEL ON STEALING YOUR
TECHNOLOGY.pdf

ONE MAN'S OPINION ABOUT
GOOGLE/YOUTUBE/ALPHABET/XXVI : 

 

Google Is An Awful Company.pdf

Nextag Inc., Yelp Inc. and Expedia Inc
READY TO TESTIFY THAT GOOGLE IS A

http://designer111.com/public/THAT_TIME_GOOGLE_S_ERIC_SCHMIDT_AND_LARRY_PAGE_TRIED_TO_WIPE_OUT_TECH_WORKERS.pdf
http://designer111.com/public/LARRY_PAGE_AND_GOOGLE_BASE_THEIR_BUSINESS_MODEL_ON_STEALING_YOUR_TECHNOLOGY.pdf
http://designer111.com/public/Google_Is_An_Awful_Company.pdf


CORRUPT PUBLIC INFORMATION
MANIPULATOR: 

 

google rigs search engine results.pdf

ELON MUSK AND GOOGLE'S LARRY PAGE
LIVE TOGETHER, STOCK RIG TOGETHER,
HARM COMPETITORS TOGETHER, RIG
SEARCHES FOR TESLA TOGETHER AND DO
OTHER ILLICIT THINGS:

 

 Boyfriends Larry Page and Elon Musk.pdf

GOOGLE'S MANIPULATIONS OF THE
UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE: 

 

GOOGLE RUNS THE PATENT OFFICE (1).pdf

ONLY IDIOT'S STILL THINK THAT GOOGLE IS
COOL: 

 

http://designer111.com/public/google_rigs_search_engine_results.pdf
http://designer111.com/public/AFGHAN_LITHIUM_SCAM-_Boyfriends_Larry_Page_and_Elon_Musk-_The_Most_Twisted_Couple_in_Silicon_Valley__1_.pdf
http://designer111.com/public/GOOGLE_RUNS_THE_PATENT_OFFICE__1_.pdf
http://designer111.com/public/Google_Has_Stopped_Being_Cool__1_.pdf


Google Has Stopped Being Cool (1).pdf

HOW GOOGLE TOOK OVER GOVERNMENT
POLICY DECISIONS: 

 

GOOGLE CONTROLS THE WHITE HOUSE (1).pdf

HOW GOOGLE PROGRAMS NAIVE YOUNG
EMPLOYEES WITH CULT-LIKE
NEUROLINGUISTICS: 

 

Googles-Ideological-Echo-Chamber (1).pdf

HOW GOOGLE CAN RIG ANY ELECTION,
DESTROY ANY COMPETITOR OR WIPE OUT
ANY WHISTLE-BLOWER: 

 

GOOGLE, GIZMODO and GAWKER RIG THE
WEB.pdf

WHICH LOBBYISTS, DIRTY LAW FIRMS AND
ATTACK SERVICES DOES GOOGLE HIRE TO

http://designer111.com/public/Google_Has_Stopped_Being_Cool__1_.pdf
http://designer111.com/public/GOOGLE_CONTROLS_THE_WHITE_HOUSE__1_.pdf
http://designer111.com/public/Googles-Ideological-Echo-Chamber__1_.pdf
http://designer111.com/public/GOOGLE__GIZMODO_and_GAWKER_RIG_THE_WEB.pdf


SEEK TO DESTROY REPORTERS, CONGRESS
PEOPLE AND COMPETITORS: 

 

THE GOOGLE ASSASINS.pdf
 
THE LEAKED BANK AND FINANCIAL RECORDS PROVE THAT
GOOGLE PAYS ATTACKERS TO OPERATE MALICIOUS
DEFAMATION AND CHARACTER ASSASSINATION CAMPAIGNS
AND THAT GOOGLE USES THEIR OWN SERVERS AND
ALGORITHMS TO MAINTAIN THOSE ATTACK CAMPAIGNS. WHY
HAS EVERY MAJOR EXECUTIVE AT GOOGLE'S CARTEL BEEN
EXPOSED BEING HANDS-ON IN SEX TRAFFICKING, TAX
EVASION, BRIBING SENATORS, MONEY LAUNDERING,
POLITICAL PAC MANIPULATION, STOCK MARKET
MANIPULATION, COORDINATED MEDIA CENSORSHIP, REAL
ESTATE AND CHARITY FRAUD AND OTHER ILLICIT DEEDS? 
 
  
TENS OF THOUSANDS OF ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE DOCUMENTS
AVAILABLE, UPON REQUEST, FOR CONGRESSIONAL AND LAW
ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATIONS... 

 

Google/Alphabet/YouTube Caught:

Lying To Congress And Partners 
Running Tech Black-Lists 
Faking Ad Data 

http://designer111.com/public/THE_GOOGLE_ASSASINS.pdf


Paying Their Lobbyists To Practice Corruption And Engage In
Bribes 
Running Defamation and Character Assassination Attacks
Against Competitors 
Putting Moles In Competitor Companies 
Bribing Politicians With Stock Warrants 
Running A Corporate Epstein-Like Escort Operation 
Spying On Competitors And Stealing Their Technology 
Manipulating Internet Searches 
Attacking Employees Who Spoke Out 
And Worse....

What does Google know about you
and use to manipulate you?  

 

   Gabriel Weinberg· 
CEO & Founder, DuckDuckGo

You may know that Google is tracking you, but most people
don't realize the extent of it. Luckily, there are simple steps you
can take to dramatically reduce Google's tracking.

But first, what exactly are they tracking? Unlike searching on
DuckDuckGo , when you search on Google, they keep your
search history forever . That means they know every search
you’ve ever done on Google. That alone is pretty scary, but it’s
just the shallow end of the very deep pool of data  that they try
to collect on people.

What most people don’t realize is that even if you don’t use any
Google products directly, they’re still trying to discover as much
as they can about you. Google trackers have been found on 75%

 

https://www.quora.com/What-does-Google-know-about-me
https://www.quora.com/profile/Gabriel-Weinberg
https://duckduckgo.com/
https://myactivity.google.com/
https://digitalcontentnext.org/blog/2018/08/21/google-data-collection-research/
https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-biggest-tracker-networks-and-what-can-I-do-about-them/answer/Gabriel-Weinberg


of the top million websites. This means they're also trying to
track most everywhere you go on the internet, trying to slurp up
your browsing history!

Most people also don’t know that Google runs most of the ads
you see across the internet and in apps – you know those ones
that follow you around everywhere? Yup, that’s Google, too. They
aren’t really a search company anymore – they’re a tracking
company. They are tracking as much as they can for these
annoying and intrusive ads, including recording every time you
see them, where you saw them, if you clicked on them, etc.

But even that’s not all…

If You Use Google Products

If you do use Google products, they track you even more. In
addition to tracking everything you’ve ever searched for on
Google (e.g. “weird rash”), Google also tracks every video you’ve
ever watched on YouTube. Many people actually don’t know that
Google owns YouTube ; now you know.

And if you use Android (yeah, Google owns that too), then
Google is also usually tracking:

Every place you’ve been via Google Location
Services.

How often you use your apps, when you use them,
where you use them, and who you use them to
interact with. (This is just excessive by any measure.)

All of your text messages, which unlike on iOS, are
not encrypted by default .

https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-biggest-tracker-networks-and-what-can-I-do-about-them/answer/Gabriel-Weinberg
https://spreadprivacy.com/facebook-instagram/
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/03/09/how-to-encrypt-your-messages-on-iphone-and-android.html


If you use Gmail, they of course also have all your emails and
contacts. If you use Google Calendar, they know schedule.
There’s a pattern here: For all Google products (Hangouts, Music,
Drive, etc.), you can expect the same level of tracking; that is,
pretty much anything they can track, they will.

Oh, and if you use Google Home, they also store a live recording
of every command you (or anyone else) has ever said to your
device! Yes, you heard that right (err… they heard it) – you can
check out all the recordings on your Google activity page .

Essentially, if you don't tell them not to, they’ll track pretty close
to, well, everything you do on the internet. In fact, even if you tell
them to stop tracking you, Google has been known to not really
listen, for example with location history .

You Become the Product

Why does Google want all of your information anyway? Simple:
as stated, Google isn’t a search company anymore, they’re a
tracking company. All of these data points allow Google to build
a pretty robust profile about you. In some ways, by keeping such
close tabs on everything you do, they may know you better than
you know yourself!

The result of all that tracking is that Google uses your personal
profile to sell ads, not only on their search engine, but also on
over three million other websites and apps. Every time you visit
one of these sites or apps, Google is following you around with
hyper-targeted ads, trying to influence your behavior.

Your photos (even in some cases the ones you’ve
deleted) .

https://myactivity.google.com/myactivity
https://apnews.com/828aefab64d4411bac257a07c1af0ecb/AP-Exclusive:-Google-tracks-your-movements,-like-it-or-not
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/mar/28/all-the-data-facebook-google-has-on-you-privacy


It’s exploitative. By allowing Google to collect all this info, you are
allowing hundreds of thousands of advertisers to bid on serving
you ads based on your sensitive personal data. Everyone
involved is profiting from your information, except you. You are
the product.

It doesn’t have to be this way. It is entirely possible for a web-
based business to be profitable without making you the product
– since 2014, DuckDuckGo  has been profitable without storing
or sharing any personal information on people at all. You can
read more about our business model here.

The Myth of “Nothing to Hide”

Some may argue that they have “nothing to hide,” so they are
not concerned with the amount of information Google has
collected and stored on them, but that argument is
fundamentally flawed for many reasons .

Everyone has information they want to keep private: Do you
close the door when you go to the bathroom, or cover your
windows when it gets dark? Privacy is about control over our
personal information. We don’t want it in the hands of everyone,
and certainly don’t want people profiting on it without our
consent or participation.

In addition, privacy is essential to democratic institutions like
voting and everyday situations such as getting medical care and
performing financial transactions. Without it, there can be
significant harms.

On an individual level, lack of privacy leads to putting people into
a filter bubble , getting manipulated by ads, discrimination ,

https://duckduckgo.com/
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-revenue-generation-model-for-DuckDuckGo/answer/Gabriel-Weinberg
https://spreadprivacy.com/three-reasons-why-the-nothing-to-hide-argument-is-flawed/
https://spreadprivacy.com/filter-bubble/
https://www.propublica.org/article/facebook-ads-age-discrimination-targeting


fraud, and identity theft. On a societal level, it can lead to
deepened polarization and societal manipulation as we’ve
unfortunately been seeing multiply in recent years.

You Can Live Google Free

Basically, Google tries to track too much. It’s creepy and simply
just more information than one company should have on
anyone. (SEE THE FEATURE FILM https://www.thecreepyline.com 
FOR MORE PROOF)

Thankfully, there are many good ways to reduce your Google
footprint, even close to zero! If you are ready to live without
Google, we have recommendations  for services to replace
their suite of products, as well as instructions for clearing your
Google search history . It might feel like you are trapped in the
Google-verse, but it is possible to break free.

For starters, just switching the search engine for all your
searches goes a long way. After all, you share your most intimate
questions with your search engine; at the very least, shouldn’t
those be kept private? If you switch to the

DuckDuckGo app and extension  you will not only make your
searches anonymous, but also block Google’s most widespread
and invasive trackers as you navigate the web.

If you’re unfamiliar with DuckDuckGo, we're the leading provider
of privacy protection tools to help you seamlessly take back
control of your personal information online. We’ve been
providing a private alternative to Google Search at
https://duckduckgo.com  for over a decade, and also offer a
mobile private browser for iOS  and Android  (DuckDuckGo

https://www.thecreepyline.com/
https://spreadprivacy.com/how-to-remove-google/
https://spreadprivacy.com/delete-google-search-history/
https://duckduckgo.com/app
https://duckduckgo.com/
https://apps.apple.com/app/id663592361
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.duckduckgo.mobile.android


Privacy Browser) as well as browser extensions for Firefox ,
Chrome , and Safari  (DuckDuckGo Privacy Essentials) to
protect your desktop browsing.

We’re also trying to educate users through our blog , social
media , and newsletters , so more people can get the privacy
protection they deserve.

Google/Alphabet/Youtube build psychological profiles about you
by spying on what you do, buy, read and look at and they sell
that data to political parties to help them manipulate elections,
to collection agencies, to marketing companies, to agencies, to
credit services and to many other kinds of third parties.

https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/duckduckgo-for-firefox/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/duckduckgo-privacy-essent/bkdgflcldnnnapblkhphbgpggdiikppg
https://apps.apple.com/app/duckduckgo-privacy-essentials/id1482920575
https://spreadprivacy.com/
https://twitter.com/duckduckgo
https://duckduckgo.com/newsletter


Read Over 100,000 Mainstream News
Investigations Proving The Culture Of
Criminality At Google/YouTube/Alphabet
including:



Julian Assange - Google Is Not What It
Seems

S https://wikileaks.org/google-is-not-what-it-seems/
Google is getting WH [White House] and State Dept support
and air cover. In reality they are doing things the CIA cannot do .
. . [Cohen] is going to get himself kidnapped or killed. Might be
the best thing to happen to expose Google's covert role in
foaming up-risings, to be blunt.

https://wikileaks.org/google-is-not-what-it-seems/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=Google%20controls%20the%20white%20house+site:wikileaks.org
https://wikileaks.org/google-is-not-what-it-seems/


Google workers had 427 meetings at White
House to rig government funds ...

S https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3554953/Google-
staffers-meetings-White-House-staggering-427-times-course-
Obama-presidency-averaging-week.html
REVEALED: Google staffers have had at least 427 meetings at the
White House over course of Obama presidency - averaging
more than one a week. The White House's close relationship
with Google was ...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3554953/Google-staffers-meetings-White-House-staggering-427-times-course-Obama-presidency-averaging-week.html
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=Google%20controls%20the%20white%20house+site:www.dailymail.co.uk
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3554953/Google-staffers-meetings-White-House-staggering-427-times-course-Obama-presidency-averaging-week.html


Apple, Google chiefs face grilling on 'no-
poaching'

S https://phys.org/news/2013-01-apple-google-chiefs-grilling-no-
poaching.html
Apple chief Tim Cook and Google chairman Eric Schmidt are
expected to face questioning in a lawsuit accusing Silicon Valley
giants of secretly agreeing not to "poach" one another's workers
...

https://phys.org/news/2013-01-apple-google-chiefs-grilling-no-poaching.html
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=eric%20schmidt%20silicon%20valley%20no%20poaching+site:phys.org
https://phys.org/news/2013-01-apple-google-chiefs-grilling-no-poaching.html


"I Don't Want to Create a Paper Trail":
Inside the Secret ...

S https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2014/02/google-apple-
class-action-poaching-steve-jobs-wage-theft/
The very existence of the no-poaching pacts, despite
acknowledgement from CEOs like Schmidt that they were legally
problematic, hints at the arrogance of Silicon Valley's top dogs.

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2014/02/google-apple-class-action-poaching-steve-jobs-wage-theft/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=eric%20schmidt%20silicon%20valley%20no%20poaching+site:www.motherjones.com
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2014/02/google-apple-class-action-poaching-steve-jobs-wage-theft/


Google under scrutiny over lobbying
influence on Congress ...

S https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/dec/18/google-
political-donations-congress
Dec 18, 2015Individuals have moved between Google and the
White House. Megan Smith, named by Obama as chief
technology officer last year, is a former Google vice-president.

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/dec/18/google-political-donations-congress
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=Google%20controls%20the%20white%20house+site:www.theguardian.com
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/dec/18/google-political-donations-congress


Since I Met Edward Snowden, I've Never
Stopped Watching My ...

S
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/06/edward-
snowden-operation-firstfruits/610573/
Since I Met Edward Snowden, I've Never Stopped Watching
My Back. After receiving a trove of documents from the
whistleblower, I found myself under surveillance and
investigation by the U.S ...

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/06/edward-snowden-operation-firstfruits/610573/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=Since%20I%20Met%20Edward%20Snowden%2C%20I%27ve%20Never%20Stopped%20Watching%20My%20Back+site:www.theatlantic.com&t=hj
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/06/edward-snowden-operation-firstfruits/610573/


Google's Remarkably Close Relationship
With White House policy ...

S https://theintercept.com/2016/04/22/googles-remarkably-
close-relationship-with-the-obama-white-house-in-two-charts/
The chart depicting White House visits is based on meetings
between White House officials and employees of Google or
companies controlled by Eric Schmidt, executive chairman of
Google's parent ...

https://theintercept.com/2016/04/22/googles-remarkably-close-relationship-with-the-obama-white-house-in-two-charts/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=Google%20controls%20the%20white%20house+site:theintercept.com
https://theintercept.com/2016/04/22/googles-remarkably-close-relationship-with-the-obama-white-house-in-two-charts/


Google exec Andy Rubin faces detailed
sexual misconduct ...

S https://www.businessinsider.com/google-andy-rubin-sexual-
misconduct-allegations-nyt-2018-10?op=1
Andy Rubin, the creator of Android, reportedly had bondage sex
videos on his work computer, paid women for 'ownership
relationships,' and allegedly pressured an employee into oral sex
Nick Bastone ...

https://www.businessinsider.com/google-andy-rubin-sexual-misconduct-allegations-nyt-2018-10?op=1
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=any%20rubin%20sex%20slave+site:www.businessinsider.com
https://www.businessinsider.com/google-andy-rubin-sexual-misconduct-allegations-nyt-2018-10?op=1


Report: Google's Andy Rubin Emailed
Woman ... - Breitbart

S https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2018/10/26/report-googles-
andy-rubin-emailed-woman-you-are-my-property-and-i-can-loan-
you-to-other-people/
Oct 26, 2018A report from the New York Times titled " How
Google Protected Andy Rubin, the 'Father of Android'" recently
outlined how the progressive tech giant Google protected three
executives that were accused of sexual misconduct for more
than a decade. The article notes that Andy Rubin, the creator of
the Android mobile operating system, left the company in
October 2014 and was given a ...

https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2018/10/26/report-googles-andy-rubin-emailed-woman-you-are-my-property-and-i-can-loan-you-to-other-people/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=any%20rubin%20sex%20slave+site:www.breitbart.com
https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2018/10/26/report-googles-andy-rubin-emailed-woman-you-are-my-property-and-i-can-loan-you-to-other-people/


Dr. Robert Epstein: Study claims Google
reflected 'very ...

S https://www.foxnews.com/media/google-bias-search-results-
trump-clinton-epstein-levin
Google allegedly offered search results during the 2016 election
season that manipulated voters in Hillary Clinton's favor,
according to research psychologist Dr. Robert Epstein.

https://www.foxnews.com/media/google-bias-search-results-trump-clinton-epstein-levin
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=google%20rigs%20elections+site:www.foxnews.com
https://www.foxnews.com/media/google-bias-search-results-trump-clinton-epstein-levin


This psychologist claims Google search ... -
Los Angeles Times

S https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-google-search-bias-
elections-20190322-story.html
Mar 22, 2019Google executives, for their part, argue it would be
corporate suicide to use their influence over voters to sway
elections. MORE ON POLITICS: The burden of a 40-year career --
some of Joe Biden ...

https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-google-search-bias-elections-20190322-story.html
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=google%20rigs%20elections+site:www.latimes.com
https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-google-search-bias-elections-20190322-story.html


WATCH: Damning Video Reveals How
Google Is Trying to Rig ...

S https://flagandcross.com/watch-damning-video-reveals-how-
google-is-trying-to-rig-2020-election-against-trump/
From our friends at Godfather Politics:. Appearing on Nexus with
Matthew Moore, social media star Bill Mitchell and Yippy CEO
Rich Granville seriously schooled Mashable's liberal writer Matt
Binder about the threat of Google attempting to rig the coming
2020 election.. Part of TRT World, Moore's Nexus is a fast-paced
look at the news of the day featuring a unique ten-screen studio.

https://flagandcross.com/watch-damning-video-reveals-how-google-is-trying-to-rig-2020-election-against-trump/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=google%20rigs%20elections+site:flagandcross.com
https://flagandcross.com/watch-damning-video-reveals-how-google-is-trying-to-rig-2020-election-against-trump/


Google trying to RIG 2020 US Elections
(Project Veritas ...

S https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5Iqzsw1dTs
Google has become rogue. Subscribe and hit that bell button!
Google has become rogue. ... Google trying to RIG 2020 US
Elections (Project Veritas) Just Rants. Loading... Unsubscribe
from Just Rants?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5Iqzsw1dTs
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=google%20rigs%20elections+site:www.youtube.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5Iqzsw1dTs
https://newspunch.com/fbi-google-facebook-rigging-elections/


FBI Investigating Google & Facebook For
'Rigging Elections ...

S https://newspunch.com/fbi-google-facebook-rigging-elections/
The FBI's Counterintelligence Division is leading an investigation
into the Google and Facebook cyber operation that rigged the
2008 and 2012 elections for Barack Obama, and attempted to
rig the 2016 election in Hillary Clinton's favor.

https://newspunch.com/fbi-google-facebook-rigging-elections/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=google%20rigs%20elections+site:newspunch.com
https://newspunch.com/fbi-google-facebook-rigging-elections/


How Google Protected Andy Rubin, the
'Father of Android ...

S https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/25/technology/google-
sexual-harassment-andy-rubin.html
Oct 25, 2018Andy Rubin, the creator of Android, left Google in
2014 with a $90 million exit package. The last payment is
scheduled for next month. The internet giant paid Mr. Rubin $90
million and praised him ...

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/25/technology/google-sexual-harassment-andy-rubin.html
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=any%20rubin%20sex%20slave+site:www.nytimes.com
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/25/technology/google-sexual-harassment-andy-rubin.html


Google executive was killed by prostitute
who injected him ...

S https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/3261079/google-executive-
death-prostitute-heroin-yacht-california/
KILLED BY A HOOKER Google executive was killed by prostitute
who injected him with lethal dose of heroin and left him to die
on his yacht. Alix Tichelman, whose boyfriend died from a heroin
...
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How Google Could Rigged the Election -
POLITICO Magazine

S https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/08/how-
google-could-rig-the-2016-election-121548
2016. How Google Could Rig the 2016 Election. Google has the
ability to drive millions of votes to a candidate with no one the
wiser.
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Google could 'rig the election,' researcher
says

S https://money.cnn.com/2015/08/20/technology/google-2016-
election/index.html
Aug 20, 2015By manipulating its search results, Google could
decide the next election. The world's most-used search engine is
so powerful and national elections are so tight, that even a tiny
tweak in Google ...
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Prostitute convicted in Google exec's
overdose death charged

S https://nypost.com/2018/06/27/prostitute-convicted-in-google-
execs-overdose-death-charged/
Jun 27, 2018Google exec's hooker searched online for legal
defenses after heroin death Tichelman tried for five minutes to
revive him before calling 911, according to a police report.
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Google relationship with BO stretches
back to ...

S https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3032394/Google-
Obama-White-House-sitting-tree-search-giant-s-relationship-
president-stretches-2007-cozy-be.html
Google employees donated $1.6 million to Obama's two White
House bids. The president once offered to make the company's
CEO Treasury secretary - or create a new cabinet post for him.
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High-priced prostitute injected Google
exec with lethal ...

S https://www.nydailynews.com/news/crime/high-priced-
prostitute-injected-google-exec-lethal-dose-heroin-cops-article-
1.1860196
A California hooker accused of injecting a Google executive
with a lethal dose of heroin may have committed the same crime
in a different state - and just days before her arrest, she posted
on ...
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Tech titan 'kept sex slave for 13 years' -
NewsComAu

S https://www.news.com.au/finance/tech-titan-michael-goguen-
of-sequioa-capital-kept-amber-baptiste-as-a-sex-slave-for-13-
years/news-story/91012180fc3b23d50c1e6be8105c92e7
In 2012, she was forced to have emergency surgery after
Goguen sodomised her so violently that he ripped through her
anal canal, causing a 17-centimetre tear, then 'left her bleeding
and alone ...
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Just how close are White House and
Google? You won't believe the ...

S https://www.theregister.co.uk/2016/04/04/google_ftc_wtf/
Key former Googlers in the Obama administration include
Megan Smith - "Chief Technology Officer" and Assistant to the
President (Google 2003-2014), her deputy Alex MacGillivray
(Google 2003 ...
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Silicon Valley venture capitalist accused of
using woman ...

S https://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/tech-millionaire-
accused-treating-woman-sex-slave-article-1.2564597
The suit claims that most of their encounters involved forced
sodomy, that Goguen gave her "high-risk" strains of HPV and
that she once had to have surgery to repair an anal tear from an
episode ...
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Wife of Whistleblower, Who Exposed How
Google Rigged ...

S https://newspunch.com/wife-whistleblower-google-rig-
election-hillary-dies-car-crash/
The wife of a Google whistleblower, who exposed how Big Tech
tried to rig the 2016 election in favor of Hillary Clinton, died
Friday night following a car crash. Psychology professor, Robert
Epstein, 66, announced the passing of his wife, Misti Dawn
Vaughn.
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Google's Eric Schmidt's Manhattan
Penthouse - Variety

S https://variety.com/2013/dirt/real-estalker/googles-eric-
schmidts-manhattan-penthouse-1201236234/
Google's Eric Schmidt's Manhattan Penthouse By ... Page Six
column at The New York Post printed and posted a juicy ditty
about the apparently quite active romantic life of Eric Schmidt,
...
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Google's Incestuous Ties w/Obama
Administration

S
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/2013/02/22/google039s_incest
uous_ties_wobama_administration_302570.html
Google's biggest contribution however was the specially-
designed technology, not yet available to the public, that allowed
Obama to connect with voters in ways his opponents could not.
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Google controls what we buy, the news we
read — and The White House ...

S https://nypost.com/2015/03/28/google-controls-what-we-buy-
the-news-we-read-and-obamas-policies/
Mar 28, 2015Google lobbyists met with Obama White House
officials 230 times. By comparison, lobbyists from rival Comcast
have been admitted to the inner sanctum a mere 20 or so times
in the same period.
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Google CEO and serial womanizer Eric
Schmidt spends 15 ...

S https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2377785/Google-
CEO-serial-womanizer-Eric-Schmidt-spends-15-million-dollars-
private-doorman-Manhattan-penthouse-totally-
soundproofed.html
Google boss Eric Schmidt has splashed out $15 million on a
sprawling Manhattan penthouse in the trendy Flatiron District to
be close to at least two of his female friends in the city.
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Inside Google Chairman Eric Schmidts
Lavish Sex Palace

S https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2013/07/eric-schimdt-
penthouse-new-york-photos-apartment.html
Inside Google Chairman Eric Schmidt's Lavish Sex Palace By
Dan Amira To be fair, nobody knows for sure exactly what goes
on in Eric Schmidt's $15 million penthouse at 31 W. 21 st Street.
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Google Makes Most of Close Ties to White
House - WSJ

S https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-makes-most-of-close-ties-
to-white-house-1427242076
Google executives, including co-founder Larry Page and CEO Eric
Schmidt, have visited the White House around 230 times since
President Obama took office.
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The Many Women of Eric Schmidt's
Instagram - Gawker

S valleywag.gawker.com/the-many-women-of-eric-schmidts-
instagram-913796517
Google Boss Enjoys $15 Mil Manhattan Sex Penthouse. If you're
a "normal married dude," who also happens to have a ton of sex
on the… The contrast with the people Schmidt follows on Twitter
is telling—it's mainly boring white men, tech reporters, and
venture firms. But the people Schmidt wants to see on
Instagram, where there's still an ...
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Eric Schmidt may still be married but he's
NYC's hottest ...

S https://pagesix.com/2019/08/03/ex-google-ceo-eric-schmidt-
may-still-be-married-but-hes-nycs-hottest-bachelor/
The hottest bachelor in NYC right now is 64 — and married. But
that's not stopping gorgeous women from lining up to date
former Google CEO Eric Schmidt, who is said to be worth $13.3
billion ...
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Google aids political crooks with
datamining and data rigging - YouTube

S https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qb-uQDkseoo
Google: "And the Obama campaign used...essentially data
modeling of one kind or another to try to target voters that
might be willing to vote for the President, and they did so
extremely well ...
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Google workers met had 427 meetings at
White House over ...

S https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3554953/Google-
staffers-meetings-White-House-staggering-427-times-course-
Obama-presidency-averaging-week.html
Newly compiled data reveals Google and its affiliates have
attended meetings at the White House more than once a week,
on average, since President Barack Obama took office..
Numbers crunched by ..
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Amanda Rosenberg: Google girl who went
to ... - Mail Online

S https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2406124/Amanda-
Rosenberg-Google-girl-went-Kate-Middletons-school-boss-
Sergey-Brin-romance-thats-rocked-Silicon-Valley.html
The girl who went to Kate and Pippa's school, the £15bn
($22.8bn) Google chief and a romance that has rocked Silicon
Valley Amanda Rosenberg last night named as the new lover of
Sergey Brin
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Larry Page: 'I chose Google so Sergey
chose Alphabet ...

S https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9BI638C4Mdw
The tech giant co-founder comments on renaming Google at
Fortune's Global Forum in San Francisco.
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L'Affair Google: Sergey Brin's love ... - The
Mercury News

S https://www.mercurynews.com/2014/03/12/laffair-google-
sergey-brins-love-triangle-insanely-upset-ceo-larry-page/
Mar 12, 2014Google co-founder Sergey Brin stands on stage
during a bill signing by California Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr., for
driverless cars at Google headquarters in Mountain View, Calif.,
Tuesday, Sept. 25 ...
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Love triangle? Just Google it. Silicon ... - The
Independent

S https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-
tech/news/love-triangle-just-google-it-silicon-valley-s-golden-
couple-sergey-brin-and-anne-wojcicki-announce-8789716.html
Google's co-founder, Sergey Brin, and his wife of six years, Anne
Wojcicki, have separated, and he is said to have struck up a
relationship with an employee at the Silicon Valley search giant.
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Google is polluting the internet | Micah
White | Opinion ...

S
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2010/oct/30/goog
le-polluting-internet
Oct 30, 2010Google is not a search engine; it is the most
powerful commercialising force on the internet. Every era
believes their way of organising knowledge is ideal and
dismisses prior systems as nonsensical.
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Jeff Bezos, Elon Musk, Sergey Brin, and ... -
Business Insider

S https://www.businessinsider.com/jeffrey-epstein-dinner-bezos-
elon-musk-bill-gates-report-2011-2019-9?op=1
Jeff Bezos, Elon Musk, Sergey Brin, and Marissa Mayer
reportedly attended an elite private dinner with Jeffrey Epstein
just 2 years after he served a prison sentence for soliciting sex
from a 14 ...
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Google employees walk out over sexual
harassment scandals

S https://www.cnn.com/2018/11/01/tech/google-employee-
walkout-andy-rubin/index.html
Nov 1, 2018Google employees in Asia and Europe kicked off a
global protest on Thursday over how the company deals with
sexual harassment.
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Google reportedly gave Andy Rubin $90
million after sex ...

S https://www.androidauthority.com/andy-rubin-scandal-google-
918439/
A new investigative article by The New York Times claims Google
investigated a sexual misconduct claim against Andy Rubin
during his time with the company. Google found the claim
credible, asked ...
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Google Founder at Center of Alleged Sex
Scandal - ABC News

S https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/video/google-sex-scandal-
founder-sergey-brin-allegedly-dating-20141151
Transcript for Google Founder at Center of Alleged Sex Scandal
speculation swirling at google about one of the world's richest
men. Sergei bren has split from his wife of six years.
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More than 60 women consider suing
Google, claiming sexism ...

S
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/aug/08/google-
women-discrimination-class-action-lawsuit
Aug 8, 2017Scandal over discrimination at the company
deepens as dozens of current and former staff say they have
earned less than men despite equal qualifications Google
reportedly fires author of anti ...
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Sex, drugs and coding: The wild early days
of Google ...

S https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5944399/Sex-drugs-
coding-wild-early-days-Google.html
Sex, drugs and coding: New book lifts the lid on Google's VERY
politically incorrect early days, including the 'harems of attractive
women kept by co-founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin'
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Inside Google's Over The Top Effort To
Contain The Jeffrey ...

S https://www.fulcrumnews.com/blog/2020/1/14/inside-googles-
over-the-top-effort-to-contain-the-jeffrey-epstein-scandal
Google's cofounders abruptly resigned from their posts last
year, despite Google's parent company Alphabet enjoying near
record profits and all-time high market penetration. One of
those cofounders, Sergey Brin, reportedly continued to visit
Jeffrey Epstein after his first conviction. A founder of Google,
remaining friends with Jeffrey ...
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Google mistress Amanda Rosenberg 'more
into sex than love'

S https://www.news.com.au/technology/google-mistress-
amanda-rosenberg-more-into-sex-than-love/news-
story/052ff99c1b150159a9532d9617370996
Google co-founder Sergey Brin's wife, Anne Wojcicki.
Source:Supplied THE gorgeous Google gal exposed as the
mistress of her married billionaire boss thinks romance and kids
are uninspiring.
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THE ENTIRE STATE OF ARIZIONA HAS NOW
SUED GOOGLE FOR THEIR MALICIOUSLY
DECEPTIVE TACTICS AND MISDEEDS

Arizona filed a consumer fraud lawsuit against Alphabet Inc's
Google on Wednesday, alleging that the company used
"deceptive" and "unfair" practices to obtain the location
data of users.

"Google collects detailed information about its users, including
their physical locations, to target users for advertising. Often,
this is done without the users' consent or knowledge," Attorney
General Mark Brnovich said
https://twitter.com/GeneralBrnovich/status/12657703105084661
83 in a tweet on Wednesday.

Google did not immediately respond to a request for comment
on the lawsuit, which comes as technology companies have been
facing regulatory scrutiny globally over their policies and data
monitoring practices.

The lawsuit seeks unspecified damages and argues that the
maker of the Android smartphone operating system had set its
mobile software such that it deceived device owners about the
protections afforded to their personal data.

"When consumers try to opt out of Google's collection of location
data, the company is continuing to find misleading ways to
obtain information and use it for profit," Brnovich said in an
interview with the Washington Post.



In February, New Mexico Attorney General Hector Balderas sued
Google, alleging that its educational software collects young
students' personal information without the required parental
consent.

The company sells its Chromebook laptops to schools around
the world alongside its free or low-cost G Suite for Education
software package, which includes email and writing tools, to
help it spy on, and ideologically steer, children. (Reporting by
Kanishka Singh in Bengaluru; Editing by Sriraj Kalluvila and
Sherry Jacob-Phillips)

 


	FBI Investigating Google & Facebook For 'Rigging Elections ...

